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We evaluate the phenomenological applicability of the dynamical grooming technique, introduced by
Y. Mehtar-Tani, A. Soto-Ontoso, and K. Tywoniuk [Phys. Rev. D 101, 034004 (2020)], to boosted W and
top tagging at LHC conditions. An extension of our method intended for multiprong decays with an internal
mass scale, such as the top quark decay, is presented. First, we tackle the reconstruction of the mass
distribution of W and top jets quantifying the smearing due to pileup. When compared to state-of-the-art
grooming algorithms like SoftDropand its recursive version, dynamical grooming shows an enhanced
resilience to background fluctuations. In addition, we assess the discriminating power of dynamical
grooming to distinguishW (top) jets from QCD ones by performing a two-step analysis: introduce a cut on
the groomed mass around the W (top) mass peak followed by a restriction on the N-subjettinnes ratio τ21
(τ32). ForW jets, the out-of-the-box version of dynamical grooming results in a comparable performance to
SoftDrop. Regarding the top tagger efficiency, 3-prong dynamical grooming, in spite of its simplicity,
presents better performance than SoftDrop and similar results to recursive SoftDrop.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The forthcoming high-luminosity phase of the Large
Hadron Collider (HL-LHC) will pursue the discovery of
new resonances beyond the Standard Model (BSM) of
particle physics with masses around the TeV scale.
Experimentally, the observation of heavy particles using
their hadronic decay channels involves events with multijet
signatures and cumbersome topologies in extreme regions
of phase space. On many occasions, these particles are
produced in a highly boosted regime and, consequently, the
opening angle between their decay products is small. As a
result, they end up reconstructed as a single large radius jet
that (i) hides the rich multiprong structure of these decay
channels, and (ii) can be easily misidentified as a conven-
tional jet arising from a quark or gluon splitting due to the
QCD collinear singularity. The relevant question on how to
experimentally distinguish a background QCD jet from a
new physics signal is addressed by so-called “jet taggers”

that aim at exploiting the fundamental differences in the
radiation patterns.
During the last decade, the landscape of taggers has

significantly expanded, as summarized in [1–3]. These
developments have occurred hand-in-hand with the matur-
ing of theoretically motivated jet substructure techniques
[4–9] and machine learning methods [10–13]. In what
follows, we will focus on experimental searches where the
properties of the final state, such as the number of jets and
their prongs, are known and, therefore, semianalytical
approaches to jet tagging are applicable and competitive
with machine learning.
Generically, a tagging algorithm starts by minimizing the

impact of nonperturbative contributions, like underlying
event, hadronization and pileup, to the reconstructed jet
through a grooming algorithm [14–19]. This step allows
one to sharpen the mass spectrum of the jet coming from
the boosted hadronic object, that forms a narrow distribu-
tion in the absence of soft contamination, and, therefore,
optimize the signal-to-background ratio in the mass win-
dow around the resonance peak [20,21]. Grooming also
helps to identify the number of hard prongs in the jet, e.g.,
three for a top decay, although other techniques such as
pruning [22] or trimming [23] might be used for this
purpose. Once the spurious radiation has been groomed
away, additional cuts on so-called jet shape variables, such
as the N-subjettinnes ratios τij [6,24] or energy correlation
functions [25,26], are performed in order to isolate the
relevant corners of the radiation phase space and enhance
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the QCD background rejection power. Making use of these
techniques, ATLAS and CMS have reported a plethora of
experimental results that include analyses of Standard
Model particles [27,28] and new physic searches [29].
As in many other particle physics areas, the debate on

whether theoretically sound and easy to implement tech-
niques should be preferred over high-level algorithms that
involve machine-learning methods is pertinent and timely
in the context of jet tagging. In this paper we opt for the
former option and propose an economic, free of ad hoc
parameters, yet well performing two- and three-prong
tagger where the underlying dynamics can be analytically
pinned down. The method consists of two steps:
(1) We apply dynamical grooming (DyG) either in its

original guise [14] or with a multiprong extension
(three-prong DyG), that will be introduced below.
This method selects the hardest splitting in an
angular ordered shower, given the definition of
hardness, defined through the variable κðaÞ
[cf. Eq. (3)]. We explore three cases to characterize
the hardness of a splitting: the momentum sharing
fraction (zDrop), the relative transverse momentum
(kTDrop) and the virtuality or its inverse, formation
time (TimeDrop). Once the hardest splitting has
been identified, one discards all emissions taking
place at larger angles in the reclustering sequence.
Only those jets whose dynamically groomed mass is
contained in the interval of a given width δM around
the resonance peak MX, i.e., [MX − δM;MX þ δM�,
are accepted.

(2) Next, we follow previous works in the literature,
e.g., [17], and, using the dynamically groomed jet,
perform a cut on the relevant N-subjettiness ratio,
i.e., the one that is clearly different in signal and
QCD jets. A jet is tagged as signal if, besides
satisfying the mass constraint, its jet shape satisfies
τij < τcut.

Notice that, as mentioned, the second step in the tagging
process is rather standard and thus, the main novelty of this
work is to use dynamical grooming to simultaneously
identify the number of hard prongs and groom away soft
and large angle radiation. This idea is strongly motivated by
a previous publication [14], where we explored the proper-
ties of the tagged splitting in QCD jets finding (i) the
proposed analytic framework, based on vetoed showers,
qualitatively agrees with Monte-Carlo simulations, and
(ii) indications of a remarkable resilience of dynamically
groomed observables to nonperturbative effects, including
both hadronization and underlying event.
This manuscript is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we

concisely summarize state-of-the art grooming techniques
utilized along this manuscript such as SoftDrop [18], its
recursive version [17], and dynamical grooming [14]. Then,
we study the groomed mass spectrum for W jets including
the effect of pileup in current and future high-luminosity

conditions at the LHC, in Sec. III A. In order to asses the
tagging performance of the proposed method we present
the tagging efficiency of W jets against the QCD back-
ground rate in Sec. III B. Next, in Sec. IV we analyze jets
arising from top decays. To accommodate three-prong
topologies in our framework, we introduce three-prong
DyG in Sec. IVA. The top mass distribution with and
without pileup together with a study on boosted top tagging
are presented in Secs. IV B and Secc. IV C, respectively.
We end with a discussion on our findings in Sec. V.

II. GROOMING TECHNIQUES

For the sake of completeness, we briefly revisit the
grooming techniques used in this paper in an algorithmic
fashion. We refer the reader to the original publications for
a more detailed explanation of each of the methods.

A. SoftDrop

Over the last five years, SoftDrop (SD) [18], an exten-
sion of the modified Mass-Drop Tagger (mMDT) [7], has
become a preferred choice for theoretical and experimental
analyses of jet substructure, see [30,31] for recent results at
LHC and RHIC, respectively. This success is rooted in the
possibility to systematically compute SoftDrop observables
within perturbative QCD [20,21,32] together with its
relatively simple algorithmic implementation that proceeds
as follows:

(i) Recluster the jet candidate, j, with the Cambridge/
Aachen (C/A) algorithm [33].

(ii) Undo the last clustering step and compute the
momentum sharing fraction, z among the subjets
(j1, j2)

z ¼ minðpT;1; pT;2Þ
pT;1 þ pT;2

ð1Þ

and their opening angle θ.
(iii) If the SoftDrop condition is satisfied i.e.,

z > zcutθβ ð2Þ

the algorithm ends and j is returned as the Soft-
Drop jet.

(iv) If not, remove the softest subjet and repeat the
declustering process on the hardest branch.

In Eq. (2), (zcut; β) are free parameters that, in principle,
entail a certain degree of flexibility to select splittings from
different kinematic regions (where β ¼ 0 is equivalent to
mMDT). However, this is a manifest disadvantage when
applying the method to experimental data as there is no
optimal pair of values a priori. In reality, they have to be
determined on an observable-by-observable basis and
might depend on the properties of the jet such as its pT ,
radius or mass, as well as the background. This fact
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naturally introduces a Monte Carlo dependence on exper-
imental analyses that contributes to the systematic error of
the measurement.

B. Recursive SoftDrop

Recently, an extension of the SoftDrop algorithm has
been proposed [17], called recursive SoftDrop (RSD). The
idea is to search along the full clustering tree for the N
splittings that satisfy the SoftDrop condition, see Eq. (2),
such that the groomed jet is a collection of N þ 1 prongs
(RSDN). A more aggressive grooming can be achieved by
recursing along the complete clustering sequence (RSD∞).
The main performance improvement with respect to tradi-
tional SoftDrop occur in scenarios with large pileup
conditions (although it still needs to be complemented
with a background subtraction method) or multiprong
boosted objects, or both. This method generalizes iterative
SoftDrop [34], where only the nodes that satisfy the
SoftDrop condition along the primary Lund plane are
taken into account. Although iterative SoftDrop could be
used as a grooming method, the associated class of
counting observables related to the selected nodes, such
as their multiplicity nSD, have attracted more attention,
especially in the heavy-ion context, both experimentally
[35] and theoretically [36,37].
Rather than performing an optimization procedure, we

stick to the recommendations by the authors in [17] for both
SD and RSD and set (zcut ¼ 0.05; β ¼ 1) in Eq. (2).
Further, as we only explore either two-prong (W) or
three-prong (top) decays we restrict ourselves to SD,
RSD2 and RSD∞.

C. Dynamical grooming

Aiming at reducing the number of ad hoc parameters in
current grooming algorithms and taking into account the
jet-by-jet fluctuating nature of jet substructure, an algo-
rithm with dynamically generated grooming conditions has
been recently proposed [14]. A key ingredient in this
method is to assign to each splitting, i, a hardnessmeasure,

κðaÞi , given by

κðaÞi ¼ 1

pT

�
zið1 − ziÞpT;i

�
θi
R

�
a
�

ð3Þ

where a is a continuous free parameter that satisfies a > 0
to guarantee infra-red and collinear safety [14]. In order to
dynamically groom (DyG) a jet, j, the next steps have to be
followed:

(i) Recluster j with C/A.
(ii) Find the hardest branch in the primary Lund plane

[38,39]. That is, the splitting whose hardness value
satisfies

κðaÞmax ¼ max
i∈LP

κi; ð4Þ

where κi is given by Eq. (3).
(iii) Drop all branches at larger angles, that is, prior in the

C/A sequence.
As already introduced, the values of a explored in this

paper are a ¼ 0.1 (zDrop), a ¼ 1 (kTDrop) and a ¼ 2
(TimeDrop). The procedure just outlined can be thought of
as removing soft radiation sensitive to the total color charge
of the jet. A connection between the DyG parameter a and
(zcut; β) in SoftDrop can be established. Notice that the
lower the value of a, the more aggressive the grooming
becomes, just like reducing β in the SD condition. Further,
DyG dynamically generates a value of zcut that scales as

zcut ∼ e−
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a=αs

p
at leading-log accuracy [14].

III. W JETS

Having exposed the basic methodology used in this
work, let us now turn to the first application, namely to
reconstruct the W boson mass and width parameters in the
boosted regime, i.e., from two-pronged jets.
To numerically generate our data samples we choose

PYTHIA 8.235 tune 14 [40] to simulate 25k pþ p collisions at
13 TeV. All particles in each event are clustered into anti-kT
jets [41] with R ¼ 0.8 and reclustered with Cambridge/
Aachen using FastJet 3.1 [42]. The analysis is performed on
jets with pT > 450 GeV and jηj < 3. To simulate pileup,
we embed the hard process into nPU minimum bias events.
Then, the analysis is performed on reconstructed jets of the
full event geometrically matched to jets with signal
particles only in order to avoid the well-known influence
of pileup on jet finding algorithms. Throughout this work,
detector effects are not included.

A. W mass distribution

In this case, we generate pþ p → WW events with the
electroweak boson decaying hadronically W → qq̄. The jet
mass distribution of these events is shown in Fig. 1. We
notice that TimeDrop and kTDrop result into rather similar
distributions, meaning that these values of a in Eq. (3) often
result into tagging the same splitting. This idea is confirmed
by the primary Lund planes displayed in Fig. 2 where the
characteristic shape of the most densely populated area is a
result of the intrinsic scale in this scenario, i.e., theW mass.
We observe that most of the splittings selected by
TimeDrop coincide with those of kTDrop. Although not
shown in Fig. 2, these splittings are also captured by
SoftDrop. This is expected as long as the W decay into the
qq̄ is sufficiently hard and not too collinear. In contrast, the
resulting Lund plane from zDrop reveals a significant
sensitivity to small angle radiation.
Besides the underlying event and hadronization, respon-

sible for the mass distribution smearing on Fig. 1, another
contribution to the distortion of theW mass spectrum at the
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LHC is pileup. To mimic this contamination, we embed W
events into a number nPU of minimum bias events,
dominated by soft QCD processes. For current LHC
conditions nPU is set to 60 while the high-luminosity phase
is modeled with nPU ¼ 200, as estimated in [43]. In the
presence of pileup, we have checked that grooming is not
enough to remove the spurious radiation and a dedicated
background subtraction technique has to be included in the
analysis. We use constituent subtraction (CS) [44] with
α ¼ 1. For simplicity, the area median [45] is used as the
input pT-background estimator although the overall per-
formance could be improved by using more precise back-
ground estimators such as [46,47]. Once CS has been
applied on the clustered jets, they are groomed.
To quantify the performance of different grooming

methods in describing the mass spectrum, we follow the
strategy proposed in [17]. That is, we find the smallest
interval ½mj;min; mj;max� that contains 40% of the total

number of events. Then, the position of the mass peak
MX is defined as the median of this interval while the mass
resolution is given by ΓX ¼ mj;max −mj;min.
The values of the mass peak position MW and the width

of the distribution ΓW are shown in Fig. 3 for no pileup,
current LHC and HL-LHC. In the absence of pileup, we
observe that TimeDrop and kTDrop deliver similar results
to SD without the need to tune any parameter, a crucial
aspect regarding the applicability of the method to raw
experimental data. In all three cases, the mass peak is
accurately described with a resolution of less than 5 GeV,
that is, ΓW ∼ 6%MW . In the case of zDrop, the aforemen-
tioned sensitivity to small angle radiation (see Fig. 2)
causes the mass peak shift towards larger values. While
recursively applying SoftDrop through the C/A tree further
improves the mass resolution, the peak shifts towards
smaller values indicating that too much radiation was
groomed away for this choice of (zcut; β).
Turning to the pileup contaminated scenarios, we have

first checked that grooming is necessary in this environ-
ment as the plain MW , even after applying the background
subtraction technique, are 10–20 GeV off the resonance
value. As expected, we observe that all methods result in a
broader mass distribution with respect to the no pileup case,
but also in an underestimation of the W mass. For
nPU ¼ 60, kTDrop and TimeDrop performance is in the
ballpark of the SoftDrop family indicating their robustness
against this type of contamination. In the extreme regime of
HL-LHC, there is a larger spread among the results of
different grooming strategies. In particular, the different
performance of RSD∞ with respect to its nonrecursive
counterpart results in a 5 GeV smaller ΓW, but at the cost of
having a ∼4 GeV shift on MW . Nevertheless, the smallest
mass resolution is achieved by kTDrop together with the
closest MW to the truth value, although still 1.5 GeVoff. It
is worth noting that while DyG and SD present similar
performance for nPU ¼ 60, in the larger pileup case
nPU ¼ 200, the mass width ΓW for kTDrop (for instance)
is 20% to 30% smaller than that resulting from RSD2 and
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SD, respectively, as can be observed in Fig. 3. At the same
time, the mass peak remains within 2 GeVof the resonance
value, in sharp contrast with RSD2 and RSD∞. These two
facts suggest a better performance of jet-by-jet dynamical
grooming compared to SD with increasing pileup.

B. Boosted W tagging

In the previous section, we have studied how grooming
helps to sharpen the W mass spectrum. We now turn to
addressing the problem of distinguishing a jet arising from
the electroweak decay of aW boson from the fragmentation
of a quark/gluon in the absence of pileup.
A selection based on the (un)groomed mass is insuffi-

cient as QCD jets are copious at the LHC and their mass
distribution substantially overlaps with the one of W jets
around the resonance peak. To enhance the discriminating
power, it has been proposed to add a second step on the
tagging process that consists of restricting the radiation
pattern by doing cuts on jet shapes. For simplicity, we are
going to focus on the use of N-subjettiness. As a reminder,
the definition is [6,24]

τβN ¼
X
i∈jet

ziminðθβi;a1 ;…; θβi;aN Þ ð5Þ

where we choose ai to be generalized kT axes and β is set
to 2. The basic idea is that for a jet with N prongs, one
expects τ1;…; τN to be large and τ>N to be small.
Therefore, in our context, where we want to distinguish
W from QCD jets, the optimal choice is the ratio

τ21 ¼
τ2
τ1

ð6Þ

that would be larger for QCD jets than for W’s. Then, as
introduced in Sec. I, a jet would be tagged as sourced by aW
decay if, after grooming, τ21 < τcut and jmjet −MW j < δM.

In order to evaluate the performance of a given strategy
we compute εQCDB , as

εQCDB ð½mmin; mmax�; τcutÞ ¼
R
mmax
mmin

dm 1
σ
dσ
dm jQCDτ21<τcutR∞

0 dm 1
σ
dσ
dm jQCD

: ð7Þ

That is, one counts the number of jets in the QCD sample
whose (un)groomed mass is in the range ½mmin; mmax� and
satisfies τ21 < τcut. Then, we normalize by the total number
of jets. Repeating the same process for the W sample, we
obtain the tagging efficiency for a given value of τcut. By
varying the value of τcut in Eq. (7), a receiver operator curve
(ROC) might be generated. In this representation, the larger
the W efficiency is while keeping the QCD mistag rate
small, the better performance a tagger has.
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Such ROC curves are visualized in Fig. 4, where the
QCD mistag rate is plotted as a function of the W
efficiency. Notice that we impose a rather tight interval
on the (un)groomed mass. We confirm the results of the
previous section and observe that kTDrop and TimeDrop
result in a similar W tagging performance as SoftDrop for
W tagging efficiencies above 40%. Although not shown in
Fig. 4, we find similar tagging results for RSD2 and RSD∞.
Overall, both (R)SD and DyG result in a neat improvement
with respect to the plain case. Given all the results
displayed in this section, we confirm both kTDrop and
TimeDrop as reliable techniques for two-pronged boosted
object identification on experimental data recorded at
the LHC.

IV. TOP JETS

Most new physics scenarios include heavy particles that
couple and decay to top quarks. Thus, an efficient method
to identify jets arising from top quarks is crucial for the
physics prospects of the HL-LHC. The top quark predomi-
nantly decays into a b quark and a W boson that
subsequently decays into a pair of light quarks. Besides
the problem of b-tagging, these three jets are almost
indistinguishable in a highly boosted scenario and end
up forming part of a single large-R jet. This complicated
topology poses a challenge for the dynamical grooming
technique and calls for an extension of the method to
handle three-prong decays, as described below.

A. Three-prong DyG

A crucial aspect in the line of reasoning of DyG is the
assumption of angular ordering in the shower which to
leading logarithmic accuracy insures that the hardness
variable decreases along the shower. While this is certainly
the case in QCD jets, there are other scenarios such as top
quark decay, where angular ordering is not a particularly
useful guiding principle for the hard event formation. To
circumvent this problem and capture the three-prong top-
ology of the top decay, we propose the following modi-
fication of the original procedure described in Sec. II:

(i) Recluster j with C/A.
(ii) First, find the hardest j1, with associated splitting

angle θleading.
(iii) Next, identify the next-to-hardest j2 splitting, with

associated splitting angle θsub-leading located either
(a) on the primary Lund plane of j1 (in this case the

next-to-hardest can also occur before the hardest
splitting, i.e., θsub-leading > θleading), or

(b) on the secondary Lund plane associated to the
softest daughter particle.

(iv) Denoting θ1 ≡maxðθleading; θsub-leadingÞ and
θ2 ≡minðθleading; θsub-leadingÞ, drop all i branches
with
(a) θi > θ1 along the primary branch.

(b) θ1 > θi > θ2 along the branch where j2
belongs.

A sketch of this algorithm, dubbed three-prong DyG, is
shown in Fig. 5. Determining the next-to-hardest splitting
constitutes the minimal extension of the method to capture
the third prong. Notice that the key input is the number of
prongs and thus this idea could be generalized for an
arbitrary number of hard prongs in the final state jet, n-
prong DyG. In particular, four-prong DyG would be
relevant, for example, in Higgs searches, another key sector
for SM measurements and new physics [19]. This pos-
sibility will be considered in future works.

B. Top mass distribution

To study the performance of the three-prong version of
dynamical grooming, we select the process pþ p → tt̄.
The jet mass spectrum in the top sample is shown in Fig. 6.
The three-prong kTDrop and TimeDrop curves are almost
indistinguishable and give a reasonable description of the
spectrum. In turn, three-prong zDrop results in a large tail
towards jets with a lower mass thus increasing. Notice that

FIG. 5. Three-prong dynamical grooming applied to an angular
ordered tree. The blue-dashed lines represent the groomed
branches and the angles θ1, θ2 are defined in the text.
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this is not visible in Fig. 6 where we have decided to show
the mass interval on the region of interest i.e., around the
top quark mass. This fact together with the results for W
jets described in the previous section lead us to discard its
use for non-QCD jets and refrain from showing its results in
the rest of the manuscript.
To quantify the previous statements and gauge the role of

pileup, we repeat the analysis described in Sec. III A and
compute the peak position and the width of the top mass
distribution. The results can be found on Fig. 7. In the
nPU ¼ 0 case, a smaller shift between the top quark mass
and the top jet mass is observed for three-prong kTDrop and
TimeDrop when compared to conventional SoftDrop. That
is, for a similar value of the Γtop, the mass peak for three-
prong kTDrop and TimeDrop is 1 GeV closer to the
resonance value than SD. We find particularly interesting
to note that this would not have been the case with the
default version of dynamical grooming. Hence, this result
constitutes a solid support for the multiprong strategy.
Although with a different physics picture in mind, the
addition of a second SoftDrop layer, RSD2, also represents
a neat improvement as we can clearly observe, in agree-
ment with [17]. However, when extending the number of
layers to the fully recursive mode the resolution improve-
ment comes at the cost of underestimating the mass peak.
This trade-off could be potentially alleviated by a system-
atic study of the parameters (zcut; β) in the SD condition,
then introducing a Monte Carlo dependence on experi-
mental analyses. We would like to emphasize that this
tuning exercise is completely needless in the dynamical
grooming framework.
Regarding the impact of pileup contamination on the

mass distribution of top events, we find that similarly to the
previous section, Run II pileup conditions (nPU ¼ 60) are
correctly handled by the two-step strategy of applying a
particle-level background mitigation technique together
with a grooming method such as three-pong kTDrop,

TimeDrop or RSD2, whose results differ by less than
1 GeV, in this particular case. Turning to the upcoming
high-luminosity phase, it is worth emphasizing that the
same three methods are successful in reproducing the mass
peak position, although the distribution width is roughly
doubled with respect to the ideal no pileup scenario. In
particular, three-prong kTDrop, TimeDrop values corre-
spond to a slight improvement with respect to the RSD2

case, suggesting an interesting resilience of the DyG family
to pileup. Regarding RSD∞, we find a systematic under-
estimation of Mtop that, from our point of view, does not
offset the resolution improvement. We also observe a
different trend on the evolution of Mtop with increasing
pileup in the top case with respect to the W (see Fig. 3):
while the W mass peak decreases with increasing pileup,
Mtop diminishes from nPU ¼ 0 to nPU ¼ 60 and then raises
from nPU ¼ 60 to nPU ¼ 200. This is true for both SD and
DyG, thus suggesting that it is as an effect caused by the
background subtraction method rather than by the groom-
ing technique. A promising tool to investigate this issue and
further reduce the mass resolution on the pileup mitigation
side could be the recently proposed event-wide version of
constituent subtraction [48].

C. Boosted top tagging

Finally, we study the tagging performance on the top
sample. The main difference with respect to the analysis
done in Sec. III B is that, following the line of reason of the
N-subjettinnes discriminator, we choose τ32 as the jet shape
variable in Eq. (7).
On the left panel of Fig. 8, the three-prong dynamical

grooming family is compared to SoftDrop. We find that
kTDrop gives the best signal-to-background ratio closely
followed by TimeDrop, as suggested by Fig. 6. This result
indicates the ability of the three-prong DyG strategy to
remove soft and wide angle radiation along the three
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prongs. Next, we compare the best performant of three-
prong DyG, kTDrop, not only with SoftDrop but also with
its recursive counterparts RSD2 and RSD∞. In this case, we
observe a clear ordering in the results where RSD∞ clearly
is the most efficient SD setting for this purpose, in
quantitative agreement with the results obtained by [17].
Remarkably, kTDrop, without the need of a fine-tuning
procedure, results in the same top tagging performance as
the RSD family within the explored (zcut; β) values. The
benefit of using a dynamical groomer to enhance the top
tagging efficiency constitutes the main result of this paper
and endorses three-prong kTDrop as a theoretically well
grounded, yet easy to implement top tagger.

V. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

This paper follows up on a previous publication [14]
where a novel dynamical grooming technique was pro-
posed and applied to quark and gluon jets. In short, we
select the hardest splitting on the primary Lund Plane of the
C/A sequence and groom away all branches at larger
angles. The one and only degree of freedom is the variable
chosen to characterize the hardness: z, kT or t−1f . In our first
work, the aim was two-fold. First, to establish the analytical
framework that allows one to make predictions within
perturbative QCD for this new class of substructure
observables associated to the grooming technique. Then,
to show that these observables, besides being analytically
tractable, are also resilient to nonperturbative dynamics
such as hadronization or underlying event, as was dem-
onstrated through PYTHIA simulations.
In this work we take a more phenomenological approach

and explore the capability of dynamical grooming to
distinguish W and top jets from QCD ones at LHC
energies: a ubiquitous task at modern colliders. We com-
pare the DyG results to the most popular grooming
algorithm, namely SoftDrop. In addition, we consider

the recently proposed recursive extension of SoftDrop that
exhibited a better performance in boosted W/top tagging.
Notice that the goal of this paper is not to asses (R)SD
performance in an exhaustive way as a tuning of the
parameters in the SD condition might lead to an improve-
ment on the results shown in this paper, but rather use it as a
reference point to baseline the performance of dynamical
grooming.
The main results of this manuscript together with some

lines for future work are described in what follows.
(i) While two-prong topologies can be handled by the

out-of-the-box version of dynamical grooming, the
characteristic three-prong decay of the top quark has
lead us to introduce an extension dubbed three-
prong DyG. In this case, not only the hardest but also
the next-to-hardest splitting is considered. After
finding which of the two happens at larger angles,
all branches prior to it in the declustering sequence
are groomed away plus the radiation in between the
two. This procedure leads to a groomed jet built up
of three subjets. The generalization of this algorithm
to an arbitrary number of final state hard prongs
could be implemented in a similar fashion and will
be part of future extensions. Hence, the introduction
of three-prong DyG represents the main conceptual
development of this work.

(ii) One of the main goals of this paper is to identify
which definition of hardness in Eq. (3) gives a better
performance, as it is the only parameter to be fixed in
the context of DyG. The studies on W (top) mass
reconstruction and tagging lead us to pin down (three-
prong) kTDrop as the most robust and best perform-
ing setting of the DyG family. This adds up to its
interesting analytical properties for QCD jets and the
demonstrated resilience to hadronization, underlying
event and pileup. In addition, a strong correlation
between the hardest splitting in the C/A declustering
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sequence and the QCD shower at parton level
has been recently shown. This might be partially
responsible for the success of kTDrop. Therefore, we
strongly recommend the use of (three-prong) kTDrop
in experimental analyses. We would like to empha-
size that the lack of free parameters is absolutely
relevant in scenarios where reliable Monte Carlo
simulations for tuning parameters are not possible
such as model-independent BSM searches or heavy-
ion collisions.

(iii) The robustness of (three-prong) kTDrop against
pileup, as shown in Figs. 3 and 7, together with
its versatility, demonstrating a good performance on
QCD, W and top jets, encourages us to consider it
as a promising tool for studying jet modifications in
hot and dense nuclear matter such as the one
created in ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions,
see e.g., [49]. In this environment, the reconstructed
jet is embedded into an abundant thermal back-
ground that substantially contaminates precision
measurements in the context of jet substructure.
Hence, dynamical grooming could be used to
(i) efficiently remove soft and wide angle radiation

and isolate the most perturbative splitting, and
(ii) facilitate theory-to-data comparisons with
DyG observables. These ideas will be explored
in an upcoming publication.

Finally, we plan to include both the dynamical groomer
and its multiprong version in the next release of FastJet-
contrib [50]. For the moment, the routines are publicly
available at [51] within the JetTools workshop setup [49].
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